Firewall Security - Dedicated
Perfect for small business
Stop unauthorized access to your network
CyberCision Dedicated Firewall is an enterprise-grade, virtual next-generation firewall solution delivering high
security efficacy, performance, visibility and flexibility. The solution is available with Palo Alto Networks or Fortinet
Virtual Firewall which inspects all traffic – inclusive of applications, threats and content – and ties it to the user,
regardless of location or device type. That means you can reduce response times to potential incidents, uncover
hidden threats and streamline security network deployment. It combines application awareness and deep packet
inspection to give you greater control over applications while also detecting and blocking malicious threats.
The solution is also highly scalable, ensuring maximum performance and support as your business grows. So
whether you need it to meet high-end enterprise-specific needs, make rapid deployments or customise
‘enterprise-specific’ security controls, the solution is customisable for you.

A carrier-grade,
affordable Firewall
solution for businesses
of any size

The technology that
secures large enterprises,
hospitals, and governments
is now simply accessible for
your business.

Powered by world’s leading
solutions for small business

Advanced malware
inspection and threat
management regardless
of devices and locations

Exceptional intrusion
prevention through
multi-layered security

Firewall Security - Dedicated
Perfect for small business

Why choose CyberCision Dedicated Firewall for your business?
Best practice firewall features
Flexible packages with
best-in-market virtual firewall
appliances from the world’s
leading providers

Rapid service deployment with
best practice configuration

Single Instance or High Availability Pair
(Active/Passive)
Firewall
IP / Port filtering

Layer 7 inspection

NAT/PAT
Internet Access
High availability (HA) (active/
standby) architecture (Optional)1

Advanced, threat intelligence
and zero-day protection

Application control

SSL inspection

URL filtering
DLP
Data

Reduced operational
complexity and cost with easy
deployment and provisioning

Enterprise grade Service Levels
to assure prompt response and
resolution

Mail

Web
Mobile Access/VPN
IPsec

C2S

Endpoint
BW Control & Routing
Centralized management portal
for greater control of enabled
security services

Multi-use-case support
including north-south internet
gateway

QoS

Traffic shaping

Network Intrusion/Threat prevention
IPS

Anti-virus

Anti-malware

DOS Protection

DNS

Geo - IP blocking

Anti-spam

Anti-spyware

File blocking

File analysis

Cloud Sandboxing
User Identification
Active Directory Integration
Only available on Palo Alto Firewall
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LDAP

